THE
TANK
BRIGADE

Innovative corrosion Solutions

The potential risk of leaking tanks caused by corrosion remains one of the biggest problems faced by tank owners.
Two main areas of concern are water ingress and air gaps between tank floor and grade materials. Presserv Tank
Brigade are experts in corrosion protection, preservation and where complex and innovative corrosion
solutions are required using the latest technologies and experienced site teams.

One world – One Mission. Part of the Berry Plastics Engineered Materials Division.
Visco Elastic Self Healing Corrosion Prevention, Sealant Technology.
The global leader in the manufacture of Vapour phase Corrosion Inhibitors, (VpCI) for the
protection of all metal surfaces against the rigour of corrosion including soil side corrosion
in Above Ground Storage Tanks.
Utilising the latest Vapour Phase Corrosion Inhibition technology from Cortec to deliver
innovative corrosion solutions by the Presserv Tank Brigade.

Total scope of work:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Tank corrosion survey, reporting and specification
Soil side corrosion control, applying Corrologic solutions
Corrosion rate monitoring to underside of tank floor
Tank chime sealing solutions, applying Stopaq technology
All solutions suitable for newbuild, in service and out of service tanks
Associated pipework corrosion protection
Concrete and Berm repairs carried out
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Why preservE
All known experience states that systems left out of service/electrically dead is devastating for the equipment.
To preserve and maintain equipment and systems is more cost beneficial than repairing or buying new after a lay-up period.
Saving is often synonymous with less consumption of time and money. Within Preservation, this is also important, but not
necessarily always the correct mind set. In some occasion this means increased efforts are necessary to avoid the risk for
damages and undesirable repairs, delays etc.

Why Presserv
Presserv is the leading specialist in preservation within the oil, gas and shipping industry globally. The company has developed
unique solutions to take care of the customers’ assets. Together with our partners we offer standardized as well as customized
solutions for an optimal protection. Our personnel have widespread experience from preservation of assets corrosion during
construction, lay-up, rig stacking and long term storage.
We offer our services both onshore and offshore worldwide. The Company has its offices in Stavanger, Oslo, Aberdeen (UK)
and Vitoria Brazil.

How to proceed

Norway: Please call us at (+47) 51 54 90 00 or e-mail office@presserv.no • UK/Aberdeen: Please call us at (+44) 1224 772 694 or e-mail info@corrsol.co.uk
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